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Abstract— A signature scheme is a method for signing a message stored in electronic form. As such, a signed message can be 
transmitted over a computer network in an authenticated manner. This paper introduces a digital signature scheme and a proxy digital 
signature scheme without bilinear pairings. Both schemes are based on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP). Both 
schemes achieve the standard security requirements. Moreover, the two schemes are compared with other schemes and it is shown that 
the proposed schemes are more efficient and require less computational effort. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                   

igital signatures offer source authentication in cryptog-
raphy. To handle the situations arising in the digital 
world related to authentication, different types of digital 

signatures have been developed [1]. The concept of a proxy 
signature was first introduced by Mambo et al. [2] in 1996. In a 
proxy signature scheme, generally, there are two entities: an 
original signer and a proxy signer. The original signer can del-
egate his signing power to a proxy signer. The proxy signer 
can generate a valid signature on behalf of the original signer. 
Since then, many proxy signature schemes have been pro-
posed [3, 4, 5, 6]. 

This paper proposes two digital signature schemes; the first 
one is a digital signature that satisfies unforgeability and veri-
fiability properties, and the second is a proxy signature 
scheme in which the original signer delegates his signing 
rights to a proxy. The receiver verifies the identities of both the 
original signer and the proxy signer as discussed in details in 
the rest of paper. 

The rest of paper organized as follows. In Section 2, the se-
curity requirements for a digital signature are presented. Then 
the proposed digital signature scheme is presented in Sec-
tion3. Section 4 discusses the security analysis of the proposed 
digital signature scheme followed by the performance analysis 
and a comparative study in Section 5. Section 6 introduces the 
proxy signature algorithms followed by the security require-
ments for any proxy Signcryption scheme in Section 7. The 
proposed proxy signature scheme is introduced in Section 8 
followed by its security analysis and a comparative study in 

Section 9. Finally, the conclusion is in Section 10. 

2 THE SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR A DIGITAL 
SIGNATURE SCHEME 
The security requirements for any digital signature scheme are 
summarized below [4,2]: 

2.1 Unforgeability 
Only the original signer can produce a valid signature. 
  
2.2 Verifiability 
A verifier can be convinced that the original signer agrees on 
signing the message by testing the verification condition. 

3 THE PROPOSED SIGNATURE SCHEME 
3.1 Setup  
Given the security parameter k (usually 160), the CA (certify-
ing authority) chooses q  a large prime number with k2q > , 
(a, b) is a pair of integers which are smaller than q and satisfy 

0qmod)b27a4( 23 ≠+  . E is the selected elliptic curve over 
the finite field qmod)baxx(y:F 32

q ++= . P  is the base 
point or generator of a group of points on E, denoted as G . 
Also, O is the point at infinity and n is the order of the 
point P , with n  being a prime number, OP.n = and k2n > . 
The CA selects a cryptographic one way hash function  

q
* Z}1,0{:H →  . The CA publishes the system parameters: 

}H,P,E,b,a,k{  

3.2 Key generation  
A user chooses his secret key ]1q[d a −∈  and computes  

aa QG.d = , aQ  is the user's public key.  

3.3 Signature generation 
A signer chooses a random number ]1q[w −∈  and computes : 
 )v,u(G].qmod)dw[(r a =+=  

D 
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  qmod)d).m(hu(s a+=  
 The signer sends ),,( msu  to the verifier. 

 
3.4 Signature verification 
The receiver computes: 

 a1 Q).m(hv =   
  G)].qmod)us[(v2 −=  
 If 21 vv =  accept the signature  

4 SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SIGNATURE 
4.1 Correctness 
The correctness of the verification equation as follow: 

G).ud).m(hu(G)].qmod)us[(v a2 −+=−= 1a vQ).m(h ==  

4.2 Security Properties 
4.2.1 Unforgeability 
 Only the original signer with his/her secrete key ad can pro-
duce both )s,r(  because of the way they are computed: 

  )v,u(G].qmod)dw[(r a =+=  ,  
qmod)d).m(hu(s a+=   

They depend on the sender secret key ad . Therefore, only the 
original signer can generate a valid signature. 

4.2.2 Verifiability 
A verifier can be convinced of the agreement of the signer to 
the message contents by computing   

a1 Q).m(hv =  ,   )].qmod)us[(v2 −= Then,  testing if 
21 vv = , a verifier then accepts the signature . 

 
4.3 Performance Analysis and Comparative Study 
Table 1 shows the symbol definitions that are used in the 
comparative study. 

 

 

 

The proposed Signature scheme is compared with the elliptic 

curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) and  EC ElGamal 
Signature Scheme in  Zhaohui Cheng[1] . The comparison is 
shown in table 2. 

From the comparative study, it is clear that the proposed 
scheme requires less computational effort compared to the 
schemes in [1]. 

5  PROXY SIGNATURE SCHEME ALGORITHMS 
Any proxy signature scheme is specified by the following four 
algorithms[7]: 

 
5.1 Setup 
 This algorithm takes as input a security parameter n  and 
outputs the system public parameters PP . And the original 
signer  Sa selects its key pair  )sk,(pk aa  and the proxy signer 

pS selects its key pair  ) sk,(pk pp , respectively. 

5.2 Proxy key generation 
This algorithm takes as input the private keys ask  and psk . It 
outputs a secret key proxy skp  for the proxy signer pS . 

5.3 Proxy signature generation 
 This algorithm takes as input the proxy secret key skp  and a 
message m . It outputs a proxy signature µ . 

5.4 Proxy signature verification 
 This algorithm takes as input a proxy signature µ  on the 
massage m  and outputs 1 if the signature is valid. Otherwise, 
it outputs 0. 

 

6. THE SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR A PROXY 

TABLE 2 
THE PROPOSED SIGNATURE SCHEME COMPARED WITH THE SCHEMES 

IN [1] 
 

 

TABLE 1 
TIME ABBREVIATIONS 
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SIGNATURE SCHEME 
A secure proxy signature scheme should fulfill the following 
properties [4, 2, 8]: 

6.1 Distinguishability 
The proxy signature must be distinguishable from the original 
signer's signature. 

6.2 Verifiability 
From proxy signatures, a verifier can be convinced of the orig-
inal signer's agreement on the signed messages. 

6.3 Unforgeability 
Only the proxy signer can produce a valid proxy signature on 
behalf of the original signer. 

6.4 Identifiability 
Anyone can determine the identity of the corresponding proxy 
signer from a proxy signature. 

6.5 Nonrepudiation 
Once the proxy signer creates a valid proxy signature on be-
half of the original signer, he cannot repudiate his signature 
creation against anyone else. 

6.6 Prevention of misuse 
The proxy signer cannot use the proxy key for other purposes 
than generating a valid proxy signature. 

7 THE PROPOSED PROXY SIGNATURE SCHEME 
Setup  
The set up phase is similar as the signature scheme. 
7.1 Key generation  
• Signer chooses his secret key ]1q[d a −∈   and com-

putes aa QG.d = , where )Q,d( aa  are the private and public 
key pair of the original signer. 

• Proxy chooses his secret key ]1q[d p −∈  and com-

putes pp QG.d = , where )Q,d( pp are the private and public 
key pair of the proxy signer. 

7.2 Proxy delegation  
The original signer chooses a random number d  and com-
putes 

− ),(G.dT βa==  
− qmod))m,(h.dd( wa aσ −=  
− The original signer sends )m,,( wσa to the proxy signer, 

where mw is a warrant specifying the identities of both the 
original signer and the proxy signer as well as the signing 
rights of the proxy agent and possibly a time frame for the 
validity of the warrant.. 

7.3 Proxy key generation 
The proxy checks if aw

?
Q).m,(hG.T aσ += . If the equation 

holds, the proxy signer computes the secrete proxy key  
qmod)d(skp p σ+= . Then, the proxy signer generates the 

signature. 

7.4 Proxy Signature generation 
The proxy signer chooses a random number ]1q[w −∈  and 
computes : 
 )v,u(G].qmod)skpw[(r =+=  
  qmod)skp).m(hu(s +=  
 signer sends ))m(h,s,u,m,,( wσa  to the verifier  

7.5 Proxy Signature verification 
The receiver computes : 

 ]QQ).m,(hT).[m(hv paw1 +−= a   

  G)].qmod)us[(v2 −=  

If 21 vv =  , accept the signature .The receiver verifies the iden-
tities of both the original signer as well as the proxy signer 
using the warrant. 

8 SECURITY ANALYSIS AND COMPARATIVE STUDY 
8.1 Correctness 
The proxy agent checks the equation : aw Q).m,(hG.T aσ +=  

awwa Q).m,(hG)).m,(h.dd( aa +−=  

TG.dQ).m,(hG).m,(h.dG.d awwa ==+−= aa  

The receiver computes:  ]QQ).m,(hT).[m(hv paw1 +−= a  

]QG.d).m,(hG.d).[m(hv paw1 +−= a  

]QG.d).m,(hG.d).[m(hv paw1 +−= a  

)QG.).(m(hv p1 += σ  

The receiver computes: G)].qmod)us[(v2 −=  

G).uskp).m(hu(v2 −+=  

G).d).(m(hG.skp).m(hv p2 σ+==  

1pp2 v)QG.).(m(h)G.G.d).(m(hv =+=+= σσ , then the re-
ceiver accepts the signature if the equality holds. 

 8.2 Security properties  
8.2.1 Distinguishability 
The proposed proxy signature ))m(h,s,u,m,,( wσa contains 
the warrant wm  while the normal signature does not, so both 
are different in the form. Also in the verification equation, 
public keys aQ and pQ , also and warrant wm are used. So an-
yone can distinguish the proxy signature from a normal signa-
ture easily. 

8.2.2 Verifiability 
The verifier of a proxy signature can check easily that the veri-
fication equation 2paw1 v]QQ).m,(hT).[m(hv =+−= a  
,where  G)].qmod)us[(v2 −= , if 21 vv =  accept the signature 
holds. In addition, this equation involves original signer’s 
public key aQ  and warrant wm , so any one can be convinced 
of the original signer’s agreement on the proxy signer. 

8.2.3 Unforgeability 
In our scheme only the designated proxy signer can create a 
valid proxy signature, since the proxy private key 
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qmod)d(skp p σ+=  includes the private key pd  of the proxy 
signer and to compute pd from pQ  is equivalent to solving the 
ECDLP. 

8.2.4 Nonrepudiation 
This is because of the presence of the warrant wm  and public 
keys aQ and pQ  in the verification equation. Also, the genera-
tion of a proxy signature involves both the original and proxy 
signers' private keys ad  and pd respectively. It is already 
proved that neither the original signer nor the proxy signer 
can sign in place of any other party. So the original signer can-
not deny his delegation and the proxy signer cannot deny hav-
ing signed the message m on behalf of original signer to anoth-
er party. 

8.2.5 Identifiability 
In the proposed scheme, it can be checked who is original 
signer and who is proxy signer from the warrant wm . Also, it 
clear from the verification equation  

2paw1 v]QQ).m,(hT).[m(hv =+−= a   

where  G)].qmod)us[(v2 −=  

that the public keys aQ and pQ are asymmetrical in position. 
So anyone can distinguish the identity of the proxy signer 
from the proxy signature. 

8.2.6 Prevention of Misuse 
The original signer generates the delegation  )m,,( wσa  where 

),(G.dT βa== and qmod))m,(h.dd( wa aσ −=  using its 
private key and sends it to the proxy. So the delegation cannot 
be modified or forged. Also the warrant wm  contains the limit 
of delegated signing capability. So it is not possible to sign the 
messages that have not been authorized by original signer 

8.3 Comparative study 
The proposed proxy signature scheme is compared with the 
schemes in [9,10]. Table 3 shows the comparison in details. 
 
From the comparison, it can be seen that the proposed proxy 
signature scheme requires less computational effort than the 
scheme with pairings [9] and also the scheme without pair-
ings[10]. 

9 CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes two schemes; the first is a digital signa-
ture with its security analysis discussion, and the second is a 
proxy signature with its security analysis discussion. Both 
schemes are more efficient than other schemes when com-
pared with them. Both schemes are without bilinear pairing. 
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